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Anthropogenic noise is now recognized as a major global pollutant. Rapidly

burgeoning research has identified impacts on individual behaviour and

physiology through to community disruption. To date, however, there has

been an almost exclusive focus on vertebrates. Not only does their central

role in food webs and in fulfilling ecosystem services make imperative

our understanding of how invertebrates are impacted by all aspects of envi-

ronmental change, but also many of their inherent characteristics provide

opportunities to overcome common issues with the current anthropogenic

noise literature. Here, we begin by explaining why invertebrates are likely to

be affected by anthropogenic noise, briefly reviewing their capacity for hearing

and providing evidence that they are capable of evolutionary adaptation and

behavioural plasticity in response to natural noise sources. We then discuss the

importance of quantifying accurately and fully both auditory ability and noise

content, emphasizing considerations of direct relevance to how invertebrates

detect sounds. We showcase how studying invertebrates can help with the

behavioural bias in the literature, the difficulties in drawing strong, ecologi-

cally valid conclusions and the need for studies on fitness impacts. Finally,

we suggest avenues of future research using invertebrates that would advance

our understanding of the impact of anthropogenic noise.

1. Introduction
The ever-expanding urban world has made anthropogenic (man-made) noise

almost ubiquitous across the globe. Noise-generating human activities have

increased considerably since the Industrial Revolution, leading to substantial

changes in the acoustic landscape both on land and underwater. The prevalence

of transportation networks, resource extraction and urban development in ter-

restrial environments is much greater today than in the past [1,2], while

shipping, recreational boating, seismic exploration, sonar and pile-driving are

widespread and occur with increasing frequency in aquatic environments [3].

Moreover, the sound generated by human activities is often very different

from that arising from natural sources, both in terms of its prominent frequen-

cies and in such acoustic characteristics as constancy, rise time, duty cycle and

impulsiveness [4]. Anthropogenic noise therefore presents a very real, and often

novel, challenge to animals including ourselves.

In humans, anthropogenic noise causes physiological, neurological and endo-

crinological problems, increased risk of coronary disease, cognitive impairment

and sleep disruption [5,6]. These impacts can be severe and legislation is therefore

in place to monitor and manage noise exposure in daily life [7]. Over the last

decade, there has also been a growing awareness of the potential impact of anthro-

pogenic noise on non-human animals, with studies on a number of different

taxonomic groups demonstrating effects ranging from behavioural and physio-

logical adjustments of individuals to changes at the population and community

level [1,3,8–10]. Consequently, anthropogenic noise is now recognized as a

major component of environmental change in the twenty-first century and a pol-

lutant of international concern, featuring prominently on international directives

and agendas (e.g. inclusion in the United States National Environment Policy Act
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Figure 1. Approximate hearing ranges of insect orders and noise spectrum of
road traffic recorded at 15 m. Noise spectra taken from Schaub et al. [28].
Asterisk indicates that species sensitive to particle velocity are also included.
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and the European Commission Marine Strategy Framework

Directive, and as a permanent item on the agenda of the Inter-

national Maritime Organisation).

A comprehensive search of the peer-reviewed literature

published on terrestrial species by the end of 2012 (see the elec-

tronic supplementary material) highlights a number of trends

and issues (see also [11]); we focus here on terrestrial species

for brevity, although similar conclusions can be made for

aquatic organisms. One striking trend is that only two of the

83 papers considered an invertebrate species. Shieh et al. [12]

compared the calling behaviour of the cicada Cryptotympana
takasagona in noisy and quiet urban parks, finding positive

correlations between noise levels and both call frequency and

chorusing. Lampe et al. [13] found that male bow-winged

grasshoppers (Chorthippus biguttulus) collected from noisy

roadsides sang with a greater low-frequency component than

males collected from paired quiet areas nearby. As male sing-

ing was recorded in the absence of noise stimuli in anechoic

chambers, the differences are unlikely to be the consequence

of behavioural plasticity, but instead may result from longer

term adaptation. In both studies, modification of call frequency

is presented as a mechanism for avoiding masking, although

further investigation is needed to determine whether that is

indeed achieved and whether the vocal adjustments generate

associated costs [14].

The paucity of research on invertebrates does not reflect

their general importance, the likelihood that anthropogenic

noise will affect them or the potential for such investigations

to advance our understanding of this issue. Invertebrates are

hugely diverse, constituting the vast majority of species on

the Earth and with a large proportion yet to be identified

[15]. They are crucial components of food webs and fulfil

many ecosystems services, such as pollination, decompo-

sition and nutrient release [16]. Removal of invertebrate

species can lead to changes in diversity and modification to

ecosystem function [17]. Consequently, our understanding

of community structure and resilience, as well as the pressing

need for food security, makes it imperative that we study

how invertebrates are impacted by environmental change

[18], especially as it is clear that they are indeed vulnerable.

For example, artificial light can alter invertebrate community

composition [19], heavy metals can cause decreased immu-

nity [20], slower development and reduced survival and

fecundity [21], and climate change can result in shifts in geo-

graphical distribution, population size, phenology, behaviour

and genetic composition [16]. As many invertebrates have a

proven ability to hear, to use sound for a variety of reasons

and to communicate acoustically [22], they are also likely to

be affected by the noise introduced into the environment by

the activities of humans. Moreover, many inherent character-

istics of invertebrates (e.g. their relatively small sizes, short

life cycles and ease of study in both laboratory and field con-

ditions) provide the potential to overcome a number of the

current issues that can hamper research into the impacts of

anthropogenic noise (see [11] and below).

Here, we begin by explaining why invertebrates are likely

to be affected by anthropogenic noise—we briefly review

their capacity for hearing and provide evidence that they

are capable of evolutionary adaptation and behavioural plas-

ticity in response to natural noise sources, such as wind and

the chorusing of other organisms. We then discuss the impor-

tance of quantifying accurately and fully both auditory ability

and noise content, and emphasize considerations of direct
relevance to how invertebrates detect sounds. We highlight

some current issues identified by our review of the anthropo-

genic noise literature—a behavioural bias, the difficulty in

drawing strong, ecologically valid conclusions, and a need for

studies on fitness impacts—and consider whether studying

invertebrates can help to resolve them. Finally, we suggest

major avenues of future research relating to anthropogenic

noise and how invertebrates can be used to advance our under-

standing of this pervasive global pollutant.
2. Why invertebrates are likely to be affected by
anthropogenic noise

There is a considerable body of work on the auditory capa-

bilities of invertebrates and their responses to abiotic and

biotic environmental noise, which combined suggest that

they have the potential to be impacted by noise sources in

an urban environment.

(a) Audition in invertebrates
Although audition is currently documented in detail in rela-

tively few invertebrate species [22,23], the ability to detect

sound has evolved multiple times in the insects alone, resulting

in a diversity of auditory structures that can be found on nearly

any segment of the body and with sensitivities anywhere

between 10s of Hz to over 100 kHz [24,25]. Moreover, invert-

ebrate species are known to produce sounds for a variety of

reasons, in the same contexts as vertebrates: for example,

aggression (e.g. Drosophila, Orthoptera, Coleoptera, Trichop-

tera; [22]), mate location, attraction and courtship (e.g.

Drosophila, mosquitoes, Orthoptera, Hemiptera, Coleoptera;

[22]), predator avoidance (e.g. Lepidoptera; [26]) and detection

of parasite host species (e.g. tachinid flies; [27]). As many

invertebrates rely on communication at frequencies below

10 kHz [24] and are capable of hearing within the main

frequency spectrum of much anthropogenic noise (figure 1),

their vulnerability to this pollutant is clear.
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The ability to hear typically refers to the detection

of pressure waves; that is, oscillating compressions and rarefac-

tions of the medium (usually air or water). Pressure waves are

detected and produced by animals with tympanal ears: thin

membranes coupled to mechanosensory cells that transduce

the membrane vibration into electrical impulses. Humans,

along with other vertebrates and many invertebrates, including

the most conspicuously acoustic species, Orthoptera (crickets,

katydids, grasshoppers) and cicadas, use tympanal ears

[24]; recent work has demonstrated a remarkable example of

convergent evolution between the ears of some insects and

mammals [29]. As pressure waves dominate the sound field

far from the source (greater than 1 wavelength (l)), animals

detecting sound pressure can communicate over considerable

distances, but this also makes them vulnerable to noise orig-

inating further away. It is this component of sound that has

been measured in all anthropogenic noise studies considering

terrestrial animals to date.

There is a second distinct component to a sound wave,

particle velocity, which comprises the oscillatory motion of

particles back and forth within a propagating wave. As particle

velocity is not detected by humans, it can be easy to overlook.

However, many invertebrates detect this sound element using

flagellar mechanosensory structures, such as hairs or antennae,

that project into the oscillatory flow [25]. Particle velocity recei-

vers sensitive to air-borne sound have been best characterized

in two-winged flies (Diptera), where hair-like flagellar ears are

sensitive to low frequencies (less than 1 kHz) [25,30,31]. The

particle velocity component of sound attenuates rapidly and

dominates only the sound field close to the source (less than

1 l; for 10 Hz, l ¼ 34 m; for 1 kHz, l ¼ 0.34 m) [32]. Animals

detecting just particle velocity may therefore be more robust

than sound-pressure detectors to the impacts of anthropogenic

noise. It must be noted, though, that the mechanosensory cells

of both mosquitoes (Toxorhynchites brevipalpis [30]) and fruit

flies (Drosophila melanogaster [31]), known to be sensitive to par-

ticle velocity, actively amplify quiet stimuli. This may

effectively increase their sensitivity to distant sounds and, at

the same time, their vulnerability to the effects of noise when

compared with those species using a passive receiver system.

Vibrational communication through substrates, such as

plants, spider webs and the ground, is also widespread in invert-

ebrates [23]. While the sensory receivers for detecting substrate-

borne vibrations are usually distinct from those of audition [22],

acoustic stimuli can transmit into and be propagated in sub-

strates, and hence acoustic noise also has the potential to

impair vibratory communication. Recent work indicates that

vibratory communication in the spider Schizocosa ocreata, for

instance, is impacted by air-borne noise [33]. Vibratory com-

munication is used in courtship in this species and when air-

borne white noise (0–4 kHz) was played back, signal trans-

mission and mating success in S. ocreata were decreased. The

impact of anthropogenic noise on vibratory signals has received

little direct attention (see [34] with an exception in Stephen’s kan-

garoo rat (Dipodomys stephensi)) but as this modality is used by

many different species both within and beyond the invert-

ebrates, consideration of detrimental effects is important.
(b) Evidence for changes in response to noise
Many abiotic and biotic sound sources, such as wind, rain, run-

ning water and the choruses of other animals, can result in

naturally noisy environments. To survive and reproduce in
these conditions, invertebrates have evolved different mechan-

isms to cope with noise, incorporating adaptation over

evolutionary time-scales and short-term behavioural plasticity.

Changes in auditory tuning mediated by both long-term

physiological alterations and short-term behavioural modifi-

cation are known in crickets and katydids. In noisy

rainforests, where acoustic competition levels are high, the

cricket Paroecanthus podagrosus has an auditory sensitivity

that is relatively sharply tuned to conspecific song [35]. This

contrasts with the broader auditory tuning of two species

of European cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus and Gryllus campes-
tris, which share their best frequency (the frequency of

highest auditory sensitivity) with P. podagrosus, but live in

quieter environments. The sharper tuning of P. podagrosus fil-

ters out background noise more effectively than in the

broadly tuned species, but this may limit the detection of

other environmental sounds that fall outside this narrow fre-

quency range, for example those generated by approaching

predators. Modifications in auditory tuning are also seen in

the Australian bushcricket (Sciarasaga quadrata [36]). This

species is able to close down the tracheal system, a system of

air-filled tubes linking bilateral ears, to filter out much of the

background noise generated by heterospecifics and tune the

ear to the lower frequencies used by singing conspecific

males. By maintaining a broad auditory sensitivity, these katy-

dids may have a better ability to detect predators, while their

flexible auditory response allows tuning into species-specific

calls, and thus escape from acoustic competition.

There are also examples where species have evolved robust

ways of communicating information even under noisy

conditions. In bow-winged grasshoppers, calls include charac-

teristics that allow attractiveness to be assessed even when

subjected to high levels of white noise; noise does not appear

to impair female choice in this species [37]. In other species,

behavioural responses to noise are apparent, both in terms of

sound production and recipient response. Römer et al. [38]

found modifications to the temporal calling patterns in two

sympatric katydid species, Hemisaga dendiculata and Mygalopsis
marki, that almost completely overlap in call frequency, with

H. dendiculata song suppressed in the presence of calling

M. marki. In another species, Mecopoda elongata, which sings

in choruses, levels of synchrony were reduced with increasing

nocturnal rainforest noise [39]. Background noise can also

induce changes in phonotaxis (the ability to move in an orien-

tation with respect to a sound source). The playback of

heterospecific calls or random noise interferes with female

short-winged meadow katydid (Conocephalus brevipennis) move-

ment towards conspecific male calls [40], while male grey

bushcrickets (Platycleis albopunctata) move away from calling

M. marki individuals, resulting in a separation of two sympatric

species competing for acoustic space [41].
3. Receiver and noise source characterizations
To maximize the usefulness of research into the impact of

anthropogenic noise, studies must suitably characterize the

particular auditory receiver and noise source under consider-

ation; it is common in the current literature to find that either

or both are not done sufficiently to justify the conclusions

drawn [11]. In this section, we highlight important general

considerations in this regard (see also [10]), with particular
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reference to aspects of invertebrate sound detection that differ

from most vertebrate hearing (see above).

(a) Auditory sensitivities
Determination of whether a given noise stimulus falls within

the auditory capabilities of an organism is vital to assess

correctly any apparent lack of effect. Characterization of invert-

ebrate hearing should include appropriate consideration of

pressure or particle velocity components of sound, as well as

potential nonlinear auditory responses (where the sensory

system does not respond linearly with input amplitude). Audi-

tory nonlinearities have been demonstrated in mosquitoes [30],

fruit flies [42] and the tree cricket Oecanthus henryi [43]; the

latter represents the first evidence of nonlinear audition from

a tympanal hearing insect. In these systems, the total sound

level across frequencies can impact the sensitivity and tuning

of the ear, indicating that even noise which does not overlap

with the best frequency of the auditory system (frequency of

highest sensitivity) may still generate signal masking and

impede signal differentiation from the background.

Characterization of the mechanical properties of the ear

and of auditory responses and physiological measurement

of auditory thresholds are relatively simple to obtain in

invertebrates owing to the peripheral location of many audi-

tory structures and ease of access to auditory neurons [22].

This is true for invertebrates sensitive to pressure and particle

velocity; for each of these types of receiver, there are good

examples of auditory characterization at the mechanical and

physiological level (see [29,31,42–44]). Moreover, neurophy-

siological methods have been developed to measure

auditory thresholds both in the laboratory and the field in

Orthoptera [45]. Natural habitats have sound fields that are

far more complex than laboratory conditions, generating

differences in the thresholds of what is perceived by the

animal, which makes it important to put laboratory work

into an ecologically relevant context.

(b) Noise quantification
To avoid erroneous conclusions, it is critical to quantify the

noise source using tools that best reflect the auditory capabili-

ties of the study animal. However, most readily available, and

commonly used, audio equipment is designed for human aural

sensitivities, and thus studies have often restricted recording

and playback to frequencies audible to us (20 Hz–20 kHz)

and employed recording filters that emulate human hearing

(e.g. A-weighting filter (dBA)). While this approach has been

deemed acceptable for birds, which hear in a similar frequency

range to us and on which the majority of terrestrial work has

so far been conducted, noise quantification ideally needs to

cover broad bandwidths extending beyond audible frequen-

cies using unweighted, flat-response recording equipment.

A study by Schaub et al. [28] on bat foraging sets a robust

standard for quantification of anthropogenic noise in a way rel-

evant to the study species: they measured road traffic noise

between 0 and 50 kHz with a flat-response microphone, show-

ing the majority of energy concentrated below 5 kHz.

Moreover, Schaub et al. quantified the number of vehicles,

vehicle type and distance from the noise source; as the same

type of noise source can produce highly variable sounds and

the frequency content and amplitude are dependent on the dis-

tance from the source, including these factors adds valuable

information. In general, studies should ideally report a range
of relevant acoustic metrics (e.g. dB, weighting function, maxi-

mum power, integration time and order statistics); making

high-quality audio recordings of the noise source being studied

available for alternative spectral filtering and acoustic analysis

would potentially represent the best practice and allow the

greatest opportunity for comparative work and generalization

(for further details see [10,46]).

For the study of some invertebrates, recording particle vel-

ocity or substrate vibration generated by anthropogenic noise,

and mimicking these components in playbacks, should be a

crucial element of the work. To date, there has been little

attempt to quantify these components of terrestrial anthropo-

genic noise or their impact on animals sensitive to such

stimuli (but see [34]), not least because the majority of studies

have been conducted on organisms (i.e. vertebrates) for which

these considerations are not important. The pressure com-

ponent of a sound wave, the quantification of which is

discussed above, can differ considerably from particle velocity

[32] and measuring particle velocity or substrate vibration pre-

sents technological challenges. The majority of available

microphones are pressure sensitive, but some do detect the

pressure gradient, which combined with the use of integrating

amplifiers output the particle velocity of a signal. These tools

have been used successfully to record particle velocity in

studies examining audition, communication and mate loca-

tion in insects [42]. Likewise, the measurement of substrate

vibration is frequently carried out in other contexts by employ-

ing accelerometers or non-contact laser Doppler vibrometry

[33]. Thus, there is the capacity to measure these aspects of a

noise source that are relevant to some invertebrate hearing.
4. Can invertebrates provide model systems
to investigate the impact of anthropogenic
noise?

Our review of the current anthropogenic noise literature has

identified three key issues that we believe need resolving (see

[11]): a behavioural bias, the difficulty in drawing strong, eco-

logically valid conclusions and a need to determine the

effects on individual fitness. In this section, we outline

these issues and then consider whether invertebrates can

help with their resolution.

(a) Behavioural bias
The majority of studies (60 out of 83) investigating the impact

of anthropogenic noise on terrestrial species have considered

behavioural responses (see the electronic supplementary

material). The most commonly researched behaviour is acous-

tic communication and particularly ways in which animals

might minimize the risk that their auditory signals are

masked; masking occurs when there is an increase in the

threshold for detection or discrimination of one sound in the

presence of another. Loss of clear and efficient transmission

of acoustic information can create potential fitness costs,

including those related to mate attraction and territory defence

if song is masked, increased predation risk if detection of alarm

calls is impaired and reduced reproductive success if parent–

offspring or parent–parent communication is disrupted (see

[14]). Consequently, anthropogenic noise has resulted in

alterations to the vocal parameters (frequency, amplitude,

rate and duration) or the timing of signalling in many birds
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and anurans, either through behavioural plasticity or evol-

utionary adaptation [14,47,48]. Some studies have also

considered the impact of masking on adventitious signals

[28,49]. For instance, greater mouse-eared bats (Myotis
myotis), which listen for prey-generated sounds to locate

food, avoid foraging when exposed to playback of road traffic

noise and exhibit reduced foraging efficiency when noise is

unavoidable. There is also some evidence that noise can

mimic communicatory signals [34] and that vigilance behav-

iour is modified [50].

In contrast to behavioural adaptations, relatively little

research has considered how anthropogenic noise impacts

physiology ([8]; but see [51,52]), and there have been virtually

no investigations with respect to development, neurobiology

or genetics. Assessing how noise affects processes in addition

to behaviour is vital for a full understanding of both proximate

and ultimate impacts on fitness [8]. There is a long history of

studying such fundamental processes in invertebrates in other

contexts [53,54]. For example, by using genetic techniques and

physiological and mechanical measurement, the molecular gen-

etic and neural components required for an ear to receive and

actively amplify sounds are being pieced together in Drosophila
(see [53]). Moreover, there are good examples where invert-

ebrate physiology, development and genetics have been

studied with respect to global changes other than anthropogenic

noise. For instance, considerable research has focused on the

potential impacts of climate change on development in insects

[55,56], as well as genetic effects in mosquitoes and fruit flies

(for an overview see [57]). Physiological responses to climate

change have also been measured in many invertebrates (for dis-

cussion see [58]). Such approaches should be equally applicable

to studies examining the impact of anthropogenic noise.

(b) Difficulties in drawing strong, ecologically
valid conclusions

Strong conclusions about the impact of anthropogenic noise

are often not possible because suitable controls are lacking

[11]. For example, roads are noisy, but they also have high

levels of disturbance, chemical pollution and light, and provide

an edge habitat. Studies comparing the responses of animals

near a noisy road with those in a control area, either a quieter

road or a site at a greater distance from the road, do not

allow any differences to be conclusively attributed to noise.

An experimental approach where noise is the only factor that

differs is ideally required to tease out the direct effect of

noise from potentially confounding factors.

Studies by Francis et al. [59] and Bayne et al. [60], for

example, have highlighted that it is possible to provide

strong evidence for the impact of noise using natural exper-

iments: they have taken advantage of areas containing gas

wells that either have or do not have noisy compressors to

show that anthropogenic noise affects birds at both the species

and community level. As the wells are comparable in both

structure and surrounding habitat, and thus differ only in

noise production, this system provides an excellent test of the

impact of anthropogenic noise under field conditions. Such

natural experimental situations may be rare, however, and

manipulations are usually required. Careful controls are often

the easiest in laboratory experiments, where more detailed

data collection than in the wild is also potentially feasible

[28,49,61], but care must be taken when extrapolating results

to meaningful implications for free-ranging animals in natural
conditions; the ecological validity of laboratory-based work

can be questioned. Field experiments are becoming more

common (e.g. [62,63]), but can be logistically more difficult,

with the same level of control and detailed data collection

harder to achieve than that in the laboratory, and characteriz-

ation of some responses (e.g. neurological) particularly

challenging. Studies that pair different types of work in differ-

ent settings [48,64] offer the best solution, allowing the benefits

of each approach to be used.

Invertebrates are amenable to a combined laboratory and

field approach; they are small enough to be kept in large num-

bers in captivity and they can be manipulated in the wild.

Römer et al. [38] provide an excellent example of this in their

work with katydids, examining the influence of the acoustic

environment on signal transmission. Investigating responses

to masking by heterospecific noise, this study pairs both behav-

ioural and neurophysiological measurements of auditory

neurons in the field and laboratory settings, providing ecologi-

cal validation for the laboratory work and technical controls for

any confounding variables in the fieldwork. Further examples

of experiments conducted in both the field and laboratory can

be found in other orthopteran species. Schmidt & Römer [45]

investigated neurophysiological detection thresholds for con-

specific song in tropical crickets under noisy conditions,

while studies of directional sensitivity in grasshopper audition

[65] and katydid discrimination between background noise

and calls of approaching predators [66] also used this paired

laboratory and field approach.

(c) Need to evaluate effects of noise on
individual fitness

Ultimately what is needed for successful policy-making

and mitigation is consideration of how anthropogenic noise

impacts individual survival and reproductive success, and con-

sequently population and community structure. However, the

vast majority of experimental studies to date have considered

relatively short-term effects (see the electronic supplementary

material), which do not necessarily have clear implications

for fitness; at best, most of the current literature reports fitness

proxies (see [11]). Some short-term effects (e.g. increased pre-

dation risk) can be translated relatively easily into ultimate

consequences. However, others (e.g. foraging behaviour, sig-

nalling characteristics, movement patterns) need more careful

consideration because animals may be able to compensate in

quieter periods, the implications of the behavioural change

are unclear or there may be costs associated with the noise-

induced adjustment [14], and thus there may be no direct

link between short-term effects and long-term consequences

(see [67]). That is not to say changes in fitness do not result,

but rather that the experiments required to determine them

have rarely been carried out (but see [59,64,68,69]). A multi-

year study by Francis et al. [59] demonstrated that some species

might actually gain from additional noise if, for instance,

potential predators avoid the area, and thus implications for

individual fitness and community structure are not necessarily

easy to predict.

As the life cycle of invertebrates is relatively short, it enables

individual fitness and population viability to be assessed

directly in a way that is logistically difficult in many vertebrates.

Research into climate change provides good examples of how

potential impacts of environmental modification on insects

can be developed [70]. For example, an intergenerational
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study on the pitcher-plant mosquito (Wyeomyia smithii) has

revealed large decreases in fitness in response to changes in

photoperiod and climate over evolutionary time-scales [71]. In

a tropical butterfly (Bicyclus anynana), resource availability

and temperature were found to modify fitness-related traits,

with implications for the impacts of climate change on this

species [72].

It is also possible to use data on individual fitness conse-

quences to parametrize theoretical models making predictions

about outcomes at a population level. Such agent-based model-

ling has previously been applied to environmental resource

management, and to ecological and conservation issues [73].

If modelling such as this can be introduced to anthropogenic

noise research, individual-based fitness studies would be able

to indicate conservation priorities without the immediate

requirement for long-term data that are not likely to become

available in the near future. However, validation of such

models is a crucial element of the process, and this step is also

feasible with short-lived invertebrate species: successive gener-

ations, with appropriate controls, could be bred under different

noise conditions.
5. The future
In addition to the suggestions inherent in the previous sections,

there are three main areas that we consider are in need of par-

ticular attention if research into anthropogenic noise is to move

forward substantially. First, experimental studies to date have

concentrated efforts on the impact of a single, acute noise

exposure in isolation (e.g. [63,74]; but see [52,59,60,62]).

While this is understandable from a logistical perspective,

organisms in most natural situations are likely to experience

either chronic or repeated exposure to noise, which might

lead to changes in response through such processes as sensitiz-

ation, habituation or tolerance [75]. Moreover, it is currently

unclear precisely how the impacts of anthropogenic noise are

affected by simultaneous exposure to such situations as high

disturbance or light and chemical pollution; potential synergis-

tic effects arising from the combination of noise with other

stressors require investigation.

Second, the majority of (experimental) studies to date

have tackled the simple, but important question: is there an

immediate impact of noise? It is clear from the rapidly expand-

ing literature that this is indeed the case across a range of taxa

(see the electronic supplementary material). What is required

now is consideration of additional issues that build on this

knowledge. For example, what is the spatial scale of impact

and the dose-dependent relationship between noise and

responses? What characteristics of anthropogenic noises are

most problematic; it is unlikely that it is simply the amplitude

that matters, but do such aspects as predictability, rise time,

and frequency range and modulation also play a key role?

How quickly do animals recover to pre-exposure levels and

do they show compensation for any noise-induced responses?

How are different members of the same species affected by

the same noise; are there, for example, age-, sex-, size- and

condition-dependent responses?

Third, it is clear that the same noise may not affect differ-

ent species in the same way. Such variation in impact could

have consequences at the dyadic level (i.e. when two species

interact). For example, if a predator is affected in a more det-

rimental manner than its prey [49], the reproductive success
of the latter may be enhanced in noisy environments. There

could also be consequences in terms of community structure.

Francis et al. [59] have found, for instance, that the nest suc-

cess of certain bird species increased at noisy treatment

sites compared with a quiet control, owing to a decrease in

the abundance of predators. To date, there have been rela-

tively few attempts to consider how anthropogenic noise

affects biodiversity per se (but see [59,60,76]) and findings are

mixed and potentially taxon specific. For instance, Herrera-

Montez & Aide [76] found that although avian biodiversity

declined in noisy areas, anuran biodiversity was not signifi-

cantly affected. Finally, recent work has provided, to our

knowledge, the first evidence that anthropogenic noise could

affect ecosystem services: Francis et al. [77] showed that noise

could influence pollination and seed dispersal. Interactions at

the community and ecosystem level are clearly more complex

than when considering single species, but are crucial for a full

understanding of the potential impact of anthropogenic noise.

Although the issues outlined above can potentially be

addressed using vertebrates, intergenerational studies consid-

ering the impacts of chronic or repeated exposure, as well as

the possibilities for recovery and compensation, are achiev-

able within relatively short time-frames using invertebrates.

Likewise, their small size and the relative ease of maintaining

populations in the laboratory make it possible to examine the

impacts of complex interactions with other stressors, dose-

and condition-dependence and intrapopulation differences

in response. Moreover, as invertebrates can be good bioindi-

cators of impacts of environmental change [78], they offer an

ideal opportunity to track the impact of anthropogenic noise

on wildlife in natural habitats. Not only are invertebrates

useful as models and indicators, but their ubiquity in ecosys-

tems throughout the world makes it important to assess how

noise is affecting them per se together with their interactions

with other species within the ecosystem.
6. Conclusion
Anthropogenic noise is an issue of international concern and

studies of its potential impacts are important and becoming

more prevalent. For brevity, this review has focused on terrestrial

species, but there is also increasing awareness of the effects of such

noise in aquatic environments [3,9]. Little direct work has so far

investigated how invertebrates, despite their probable vulner-

ability, are impacted (but see [12,13,79,80]). One potential

reason for this is that regulators and policymakers are intrinsically

more interested in how noise affects charismatic vertebrates.

However, research on invertebrates is not only important (invert-

ebrates are critical elements of all ecosystems, not least in

providing the food for most vertebrates), but also has the potential

both to assist with some of the current issues apparent in the lit-

erature and to drive the field forward, thus establishing the full

impact of this global pollutant. Unlike, for example, climate

change and ocean acidification, where studies are considering

future predicted changes, anthropogenic noise is an issue in the

present day. Advancing our knowledge of its impacts and devel-

oping mitigation measures is therefore of pressing importance,

and we argue that the study of invertebrates, perhaps within

the valuable framework recently outlined by Francis & Barber

[10], can play a crucial, yet currently underused role.
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